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Introduction: Supply vs. demand approaches to workforce development 
 
In July 2014, Congress passed the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA), the long-
overdue reauthorization of the 1998 Workforce Investment Act, which provides the majority of 
funding for state and local workforce development activities. Both in the Act itself and in policy 
memos and reports surrounding WIOA’s implementation, the federal government has 
encouraged (if not directly incentivized) state and local workforce institutions to engage 
employers more directly and actively. A January 2014 Presidential Memorandum terms this new 
focus “job-driven training” and calls for all federal workforce programs to engage with employers 
to actively identify what skills are needed, and design job training programs to respond to those 
needs (Obama, 2014).  
 
This federal call for state and local workforce programs to act as a bridge between employer 
needs (labor demand) and job training programs (which shape labor supply) is an 
acknowledgement of the effectiveness of a subset of workforce development programs that 
have played this role for decades, called workforce intermediaries. These organizations 
intermediate between training programs and networks of employers in particular industry 
sectors, and describe their work as “dual customer,” i.e. striving to equally serve the needs of 
both jobseekers and employers (Giloth, 1998).  
 
President Obama’s “jobs-driven training” mandate frames the intermediation between labor 
demand and labor supply as unidirectional, calling on programs that shape labor supply to 
improve their ability to analyze labor demand and to flex their programming to accommodate 
employers. And federal policy innovations, like those outlined in President Obama’s memo and 
Vice President Biden’s subsequent “Ready to Work” policy report, have focused primarily on 
building institutional capacity to make both training programs and formal education even more 
responsive to employer demands, and on increasing jobseekers’ access to those institutions. 
While these approaches offer clear value for many jobseekers, they presume that labor market 
problems like unemployment, income inequality, and working poverty result primarily from 
deficiencies in labor supply, that America’s workers and jobseekers are failing to offer the skills 
that employers need (i.e. the oft-cited “skills gap”).  
 
Workforce development literature depicts a more nuanced interplay between labor supply and 
demand, recognizing that apparent frictions in the labor market can be caused as much by 
misaligned employer practices as by apparent skills gaps. Especially as companies have 
tightened their belts in the 2000s and 2010s, many have shed core human resources 
competencies that had enabled them to carefully evaluate, develop and invest in worker skills, 
leaving them more reliant on automated software and outdated heuristics and less willing to 
invest in worker training (Cappelli, 2012). These practices not only make it harder for jobseekers 
to find employment, but also frequently reduce the impact of a job on the long-term career 
prospects and ultimate socioeconomic outcomes of the worker. Looking at labor market 
problems through this lens, it is clear that a comprehensive policy approach should include 
strategies that not only match, but also shape supply and demand. 
 
Indeed, beginning with Giloth’s coining of the term “workforce intermediary” in 1998, workforce 
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development literature has hypothesized that because of their “in between” role, workforce 
intermediaries are ideally situated to implement strategies that simultaneously influence labor 
supply and labor demand (Giloth, 1998; Fitzgerald, 2004). The new federal push for public 
workforce actors to take on a stronger intermediary role, then, creates an opportunity for the 
public workforce system to exert a much larger-scale influence on employers’ human capital 
practices and on job quality. Yet case studies on workforce intermediaries, as well as the 
metrics to which they hold themselves accountable, focus primarily on to what extent and how 
they contribute to labor supply. When intermediaries do impact job quality, their influence is 
often on hiring practices (i.e. increasing job access) and, in a few cases, on employee 
engagement (i.e. increasing the quality of the current job). But where our understanding falls 
particularly short is how intermediaries can influence what I will call employers’ human capital 
infrastructure – the practices that enable a worker to advance along a career ladder, 
empowering the worker to translate today’s job into a long-term, progressively skilled career. 
The impact of workforce intermediaries on employers’ human capital infrastructure, including 
practices around advancement, training and mentorship is critical to their ability to generate 
long-term positive outcomes. By describing only how intermediaries shape labor supply, we risk 
channeling the bulk of new federal investment to scaling up practices that only account for half 
of the equation. 
 
This paper aims to address that gap by presenting a case study of one workforce intermediary, 
Manufacturing Connect, whose interventions have led a growing number of its small 
manufacturer partners to actively invest in and improve their human capital infrastructure. A key 
characteristic of Manufacturing Connect is that it is co-located in a Chicago public high school, 
Austin Polytechnical Academy, and the jobseekers the program serves are primarily socio-
economically disadvantaged high school students. Especially in the manufacturing sector, which 
faces an aging workforce and a diminished talent pipeline, intermediaries are beginning to turn 
their attention toward the growing necessity to engage youth in order to build long-term 
sustainable solutions to the industry’s labor needs (e.g. Three Rivers Workforce Investment 
Board, 2012). The engagement of students and youth jobseekers heightens the importance of 
ensuring that jobs come attached to the training, mentorship, and talent development practices 
that position workers for career advancement and positive socioeconomic outcomes. Youth who 
are just entering the labor force, and who face hugely consequential decisions about college 
and career options, can particularly benefit from human capital strategies that provide 
accessible tools for workers to translate a job into a career path. 
 
The goal of this case study is to inform workforce policymakers and practitioners about the inner 
workings of a strategy to influence employers’ human capital infrastructure in Chicago’s 
manufacturing labor market, using interviews with employers to identify how they have changed 
as a result of Manufacturing Connect’s intervention and the logics that have driven those 
changes. To some extent, these changes have taken place as the result of trial and error, as an 
organic result of Manufacturing Connect’s work to successfully and sustainably place its 
students. But employer interviews also strongly suggest how Manufacturing Connect – and 
other intermediaries – could structure more intentional strategies to shape employers’ human 
capital practices. Interviews indicate that more formalized supports would not only be welcomed 
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Approach 
 
The primary data source for this study is a set of 16 interviews I conducted with Manufacturing 
Connect stakeholders during a two-week research trip to Chicago in May 2014. Interviews 
included Manufacturing Connect program (MC) staff, employer partners, and program 
graduates. The goal of interviewing both staff and employer partners was to understand both 
how MC staff design and execute strategies to engage employers as well as how employers 
perceive, react to and are influenced by those strategies. One of the strengths of the program is 
its dynamic feedback loop between employer partners and program staff around all aspects of 
training and placement. By interviewing both, my goal was to capture a freeze frame of that 
feedback loop in action.  
 
In my interviews with employers, I asked about their experiences with MC graduates; in my 
interviews with program staff, I asked about how they prepare students to succeed in the 
manufacturing workplace (see Appendix A for interview guides). Interviews with program 
graduates added insight into how that preparation shapes students’ expectations, perceptions 
and experiences when they arrive on the shop floor. They also gave insight into how students 
incorporate the benefits of MC’s training and placement services in their long-term career plans 
and socioeconomic outcomes.  
 
I identified interviewees through the snowball method, with Manufacturing Connect director 
Erica Swinney acting as a key point of contact. Interviewees included four Manufacturing 
Connect program staff members and the executive director of parent organization 
Manufacturing Renaissance (Dan Swinney, Erica Swinney, Bill Vogel, Seth El Jamal, and Pablo 
Varela); three recent graduates who are currently working in manufacturing; and management 
representatives from nine employer partner firms. Employer partner firms were selected from a 
subset of twenty partner firms identified by Erica Swinney as being most actively engaged in the 
program. 
 
In addition to one-on-one interviews, I observed several key meetings hosted by Manufacturing 
Connect, including: 
• Business development meetings with Boeing and the International Association of 
Machinists, each of which included visits to high school classes; 
• A meeting of Manufacturing Connect’s Manufacturing Technology Center employer 
advisory council; and 
• A community meeting recruiting adults in the community to participate in job training. 
These meetings provided additional insight into how the Manufacturing Connect program 
communicates about its work and mission to a variety of outside stakeholders. Business 
development meetings also included testimonials by students and employer partners that gave 
me opportunities to hear how they frame the impact of the program in their lives and work, and 
to directly observe how program staff interact with employer partners and students. The 
Manufacturing Technology Center advisory council meeting – a regular meeting of a group of 
employers that shapes investments in the program’s machine shop – demonstrated how 
employer partners engage in shaping the MC curriculum (i.e. how the MC program implements 
“jobs-driven training,” among its other strategies).  
 
In the remainder of Chapter 1, I will review existing research on sector-based workforce 
development intermediaries to illustrate where gaps in our understanding remain. In Chapter 2, 
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I will give an overview of the history and structure of the Manufacturing Connect program. In 
Chapter 3, I will summarize evidence from employer interviews. And in Chapter 4, I will explore 
challenges and opportunities to scale up the elements of Manufacturing Connect’s approach 
that drive its impact. 
 
 
Workforce Intermediaries: Calls for Demand-Side Strategies 
 
A sector-based workforce intermediary is a model of workforce development that takes a “dual 
customer approach, addressing the needs of employers and low-income and less-skilled 
workers and jobseekers” (Giloth 1998, 7). The intermediary model stands in contrast to 
traditional public workforce development models, which are often framed and perceived as more 
social-welfare oriented, part of the safety net for jobseekers. Workforce intermediaries add a 
new layer to job training programs, intermediating between training programs and employers to 
not only match workers to jobs, but also using their knowledge of each side of the labor market 
to influence the other (Giloth 1998). For many, this takes the shape of incorporating employer 
feedback when designing training curricula, creating a dynamic feedback loop that ensures that 
training programs are preparing workers in ways that create value for employers. This is the 
level of engagement that the Obama administration cites as an important innovation that should 
be scaled up within the public workforce development system. But Giloth (1998) also suggests 
that employers can shape the labor market using “demand side strategies […working] with 
employers to improve their human resource systems, career ladders, job quality, and overall 
competitiveness” (7).  
 
This early recognition of the potential for sector intermediaries to implement demand-side 
strategies is echoed by Fitzgerald (2004), who suggests that simply to take a “dual customer” 
approach that nominally meets both jobseeker and employer needs is not enough. Workforce 
intermediaries should also evaluate their interventions on how successfully they leverage the 
interaction between the two sides of the labor market. The relationships intermediaries develop 
with employers to support “jobs-driven training” could be a key opening to improve employers’ 
human capital practices. When evaluating the impact of an intermediary, “additional demand-
side criteria,” Fitzgerald argues, “have to be considered: 
How often has the intervention of intermediaries resulted in establishing higher wages or 
benefits for participants? How often has it spurred employer investment in upgrading 
skills and creating career ladders? How often has it changed hiring practices? How often 
has it encouraged firms to support a diverse and frequently non-traditional labor force?” 
(Fitzgerald 2004, 4). 
 
Lowe (2013) takes the analysis a step further, suggesting a mechanism called “skill 
reinterpretation” by which some of the demand-shaping processes Fitzgerald names might 
occur. As Lowe describes, “strategies of skill reinterpretation are fundamentally about getting 
employers to cast a wider net to recognize multiple channels for accessing and advancing skills” 
(Lowe 2013, 17). Through skill reinterpretation, employers regain some of their lost human 
resources capabilities, with intermediaries providing the tools for employers to take a more 
critical and strategic look at how they frame and fulfill their skill needs. In Lowe’s framing, the 
skill reinterpretation framework applies to both the point of hiring and to downstream practices 
that affect the worker’s long-term career path: “reinterpretation is about encouraging employers 
to accept greater responsibility for upskilling through continued investments in their workforce 
and the development of internal pathways for career advancement” (Lowe 2013, 27). 
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Giloth, Fitzgerald and Lowe all point to a diversity of labor demand characteristics that can be 
influenced by intermediaries. The list can include quantitative elements of job quality (wages 
and benefits), qualitative elements of job quality (worker voice and engagement), flexibility of 
hiring practices, flexibility around hiring sources, willingness to invest in worker skills, and quality 
of career ladders. For an intermediary to shape even one of these elements of labor demand is 
a significant strategic undertaking. As the next section demonstrates, different logics for 
intervention in firm practices create opportunities to influence different aspects of labor demand. 
The logic that an intermediary can leverage to get employers to increase the flexibility of hiring 
practices, for example, is different from the logic that gets employers to buy in to increased 
worker engagement. A critical challenge for intermediaries is to find ways to pitch their 
organization’s work to employers that open the most opportunities to influence characteristics of 
labor demand.  
 
In the next section, I will give a brief overview of a few intermediaries whose impact on labor 
demand is most well-understood in the literature. I argue that it is not uncommon for 
intermediaries to push partners toward higher job quality and to influence hiring practices. But 
the logics they use to do so create limited opportunity to influence firms’ human capital 
infrastructure around career advancement, mentorship and training, including: 
• How firms identify candidates for advancement 
• How firms communicate to workers about opportunities to advance, i.e. what rungs exist 
in the career ladder 
• How firms communicate to workers about their own potential to advance  
• What training opportunities firms offer workers that are specifically targeted to supporting 
advancement 
• What mentorship structures firms have in place to supplement communication about 
advancement strategies and to engage mid-level supervisors in the advancement of 
entry-level workers 
Influencing firms’ human capital infrastructure, in particular, is critical to their ability to 
successfully engage younger workers. For intermediaries that work with youth, simply placing a 
worker in a job – even if that placement is a result of a significant effort to shift the employer’s  
thinking about hiring and sources of skill – is likely to fall short of a long-term successful 
outcome. For the placement to have a long-term impact on the worker’s socioeconomic 
success, the worker needs to have access to clearly communicated opportunities to advance in 
skill, responsibility, and education. While this is particularly critical for youth in the workforce, 
strong human capital infrastructure benefits adult jobseekers as well.  
 
Intermediaries that have had success in influencing firm practices often do so by pairing job 
training with technical assistance, framing their organizations as a resources to enhance overall 
industry competitiveness. While the operational and strategic changes made by these 
organizations’ employer partners improve job quality on multiple dimensions, they are often 
connected only indirectly to human capital infrastructure. Another area where intermediaries 
have seen success in influencing labor demand is around hiring practices, leveraging a logic of 
reducing firm costs around talent searching and employee turnover. And while there are some 
intermediaries that have had success engaging firms in “career ladder programs,” a well-
developed human capital infrastructure is generally a pre-requisite for, not a result of, those 
interventions. What the Manufacturing Connect case offers is new insight into the logics an 
intermediary can leverage to directly influence firms to step up their human capital infrastructure.  
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Shifting Demand: Leveraging Technical Assistance 
 
Two well-known intermediaries that leverage technical assistance logics to influence firm 
practices are New York City’s Garment Industry Development Corporation (GIDC) and the 
Wisconsin Regional Training Partnership (WRTP), focused on small manufacturers in the 
Milwaukee area. A case study on GIDC argues that the logic linking technical assistance and 
enhanced job quality is a quintessential characteristic of an impactful workforce intermediary: 
“This approach, in which an organization addresses both the competitiveness of an industry and 
the quality of opportunities for the urban poor presented by that industry, is one of the hallmarks 
of the a sectoral initiative” (Conway and Loker, 1999, 2). The implication is that asking 
employees to work at a higher level (i.e. cross-training and working more flexibly or participating 
in continuous improvement) simultaneously improves job quality and makes the firm more 
competitive – a “’high-road’ competitive model in which firms invest and innovate to improve the 
efficiency of their firms and the productivity of their workforce” (Conway and Loker, 1999, 25). 
 
GIDC supports the garment industry in areas including industry real estate needs, technical 
assistance around technology, export assistance, and supply chain matchmaking (Conway and 
Loker, 1999, 26). A case study on GIDC authored by researchers at the Aspen Institute’s 
Workforce Strategies Initiative describes the logic linking technical assistance activities back to 
improved job access: “Changing the way managers and owners of garment industry firms think 
about production and the organization of labor is a necessary pre-condition for improving the 
quality and stability of garment industry jobs. In order to stay in business while maintaining an 
ability to provide a decent wage, employers must learn to compete differently” (Conway and 
Loker, 1999, 54). In other words, changes to the firm’s operational strategy necessitate using 
labor in new ways that create benefits for workers, including cross-training and generally 
increasing the flexibility and decision-making of shop floor work.  
 
The Wisconsin Regional Training Partnership, a union-management partnership to improve the 
competitiveness of manufacturing firms in the Milwaukee area, takes a similar approach. In a 
pilot interview conducted by Nichola Lowe and me in 2012, WRTP leaders explain how they 
frame the link between enhancing firm competitiveness and job access: 
“If you’re going to talk about a market recovery structure for the region, it goes beyond 
any individual firm […] it really requires an entity that can provide technical assistance, 
kind of a strategic vision, strategic leadership […] The question is how are you going to 
recover enough productive activity in order to create the demand for the types of 
occupations that we want to build a regional economy on?” (Berth and Kessenich, 2012).  
They frame their role as stimulating more long-term demand for manufacturing skills, which they 
describe as a necessary precondition for focusing on labor supply. WRTP’s primary impact on 
job quality comes from its emphasis on ensuring that improvements begin from the bottom up 
with shop-floor experiences, rather than being implemented top-down by consultants (Berth and 
Kessenich, 2012). Similar to GIDC, the changes firms make in response to their engagement 
with WRTP enhance job quality for workers by making jobs more engaging and fulfilling, 
enhancing worker voice and increasing worker involvement in firm strategy.  
 
But while these changes in some cases imply new training to enhance worker skills, the logic of 
technical assistance doesn’t necessitate changes to how workers advance along career 
ladders. In other words, the logic that intermediaries like GIDC and WRTP leverage – using 
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technical assistance as an inroad to improving job quality – doesn’t necessarily create an 
opening for them to influence firms’ broader human capital infrastructure. Manufacturing 
Connect also frames its work as part of a broader effort to support the competitiveness of small 
manufacturers in Chicago (through its parent organization, the Chicago Manufacturing 
Renaissance Council). A key added element of Manufacturing Connect’s logic is that engaging 
youth in workforce pipelines is critical to the long-term competitiveness of the manufacturing 
industry; youth engagement is then the hook that Manufacturing Connect uses to influence 
employers’ human capital infrastructure. Manufacturing Connect’s approach suggests one way 
that intermediaries can broaden the technical assistance framing to intervene more explicitly 
around partners’ human capital infrastructure. 
 
 
Working on Human Capital Infrastructure: Successes around Hiring Practices 
 
In terms of direct impact on human capital infrastructure, intermediaries have made the most 
headway around hiring practices. A good example of this approach is ManufacturingWorks, 
which like Manufacturing Connect works with small manufacturing firms in Chicago. Among 
other strategies, ManufacturingWorks acts as a hiring consultant to firms, taking on a role 
similar to what firms might expect from a staffing agency (Garritano 2012). ManufacturingWorks 
staff create their own job description after interviewing management, supervisors, and shop floor 
workers, and then select and recommend candidates using their own flexible assessment tools, 
which create space for highlighting sources of skill beyond what is apparent on workers’ 
resumes. 
 
Similar to technical assistance approaches, there is a clear logic to how ManufacturingWorks’ 
intervention in human capital infrastructure creates value for employers. By taking on the 
legwork of the new human capital approach themselves, ManufacturingWorks directly reduces 
firms’ time investment in hiring, and their in-depth assessment tools create better matches that 
reduce firms’ short- to medium-term turnover costs. 
 
Intermediary efforts to intervene in human capital infrastructure in ways that move beyond the 
hiring process have been more mixed. In a 2008 review of demand-side interventions, Paul 
Osterman points to “career ladder programmes” implemented by workforce intermediaries as a 
promising approach, but one around which there remain significant “worries.” Taking a deep 
dive into one “highly touted” program, Osterman reports that “firms were not willing to invest in 
career ladders” and “lacked the internal capacity to promote career path development among 
their entry-level workers” (FutureWorks, 2004, 21, quoted in Osterman, 2008, 128). Osterman 
argues that while some efforts to build career ladders have been successful in the health care 
industry, smaller firms in other industries like manufacturing “lack the organizational slack to 
improve their human resource systems” (2008, 131). In other words, in order for intermediary 
efforts to build career ladders in partner firms to be successful, the firm must already have a 
strong internal human capital infrastructure. Efforts that have been successful have not needed 
to develop an argument to convince firms to invest significantly in stepping up their human 
capital infrastructure; according to Osterman, the absence of such logics is a critical reason why 
career ladder programs have not yet made an impact on smaller firms. 
 
What the Manufacturing Connect case adds to cases on both technical assistance and career 
ladder approaches (as described by Osterman), then, is insight into the logics an intermediary 
can directly influence firms to invest greater human resource capacity. Intermediaries are 
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acutely aware of this need, yet are hesitant to jeopardize their relationships with firms, which are 
critical to the long-term success of their efforts. One intermediary that Lowe and I interviewed, 
for example, described how when they become aware of issues on the shop floor of a partner 
firm, their response is to ensure that the jobseeker is prepared to handle the situation. They feel 
that the firm is more invested in its current workforce and practices and is likely to perceive the 
jobseeker as “expendable or disposable.” The greatest leverage this intermediary has is to 
threaten to stop sending the firm new candidates if too many workers report negative 
experiences.  
 
This intermediary’s experience reinforces Osterman’s observation that intermediaries have had 
success in leveraging firms’ existing human capital practices, but haven’t found the right 
openings to get firms to buy in to building stronger human capital infrastructure from scratch. 
Successful interventions around hiring and worker engagement suggest that for intermediaries 
to successfully influence firm strategy and operations, they must offer a clear logic for how those 
changes will bring value to the firm.  
 
So how can intermediaries work with employers to strengthen their human capital infrastructure, 
and in ways that employers perceive as value-creating? The Manufacturing Connect case 
illustrates how one sector-based workforce intermediary has made headway on this challenge, 
but equally points to a pressing need for a well-articulated, sustainable and replicable framework 
for helping small manufacturers build the skills to recognize, nurture, and develop worker talent. 
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Chapter 2. 
Overview of Austin Polytechnical Academy  
and the Manufacturing Connect program 
 
The Manufacturing Connect program primarily serves high school students and recent high 
school graduates – although it is increasingly extending its services to parents and other 
community members – in Chicago’s Austin neighborhood, where about a quarter of households 
and 40% of households with children live below the federal poverty line (American Community 
Survey, 2009-2013 5-year estimates). Manufacturing Connect (MC) serves approximately 100 
Austin Polytech (APA) students each year with a range of services including technical and soft 
skills training, short-term experiences with employers, and job placement. Like most workforce 
intermediaries, MC staff split their time between implementing programs to make jobseekers 
more attractive labor market candidates, and building relationships with employers to get 
feedback and generate placement opportunities.  
 
Through an overview of Manufacturing Connect’s history and goals, this chapter shows that the 
program has consistently been driven by a stated intention to deeply transform the 
manufacturing industry in Chicago. Engaging industry stakeholders at both an individual firm 
level as well as collectively through industry associations, MC manages to strike a delicate 
balance where it can advocate boldly for sweeping long-term changes to the industry to support 
a successful future for both Chicago’s manufacturing firms and its workforce – while making 
partner firms feel that they are the agents, and not the objects, of that change. To some extent, 
this successful balance stems from creative ambiguity in MC’s rhetoric around how its work will 
lead to change. The narrative the program uses to promote itself is focused on the growth of its 
students and the value they bring to partner firms. Although, as shown by interview evidence in 
Chapter 3, MC partners are changing and in ways that are key to both the impact of the program 
and to its potential to accomplish its high-level vision, these changes are happening more 
quietly. To set the stage for Chapter 3’s exploration of MC’s demand-side impact, this chapter 





The Manufacturing Connect program at Austin Polytechnical Academy is implemented by the 
Chicago Manufacturing Renaissance Council (CMRC), a coalition of organized labor, 
manufacturing firms, local government, community leaders and educational institutions. CMRC 
was initially founded by industrial labor organizer Dan Swinney as the Center for Labor and 
Community Research, dedicated to studying the causes of manufacturing decline in Chicago (D. 
Swinney, 2000). A key statistic that Swinney often cited during my two-week visit to Chicago is 
that the city lost 3000 of its 7000 manufacturing companies in the 1980s, and a 1986 Center for 
Labor and Community Research study found that 40% of remaining manufacturing companies 
with owners over 55 years old were at risk of closing due to succession issues (D. Swinney, 
2000). The leaders of the Center for Labor and Community Research became convinced that 
the job losses they were witnessing were not inevitable, but were a result of structural barriers 
like succession and land availability that might be addressed through collective action. In 2001, 
the Center for Labor and Community Research took the first step in this direction, growing into a 
broader coalition called the Chicago Manufacturing Renaissance Council after a report 
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recommending steps to build manufacturing career paths in Chicago engaged the attention of 
groups from the Illinois Manufacturers Association to the Chicago Federation of Labor (CLCR, 
2001; D. Swinney, personal communication, May 27, 2014).  
 
Jumping off from the recommendations of this report as well as international best practice 
research, in the early 2000s, CMRC began to work toward an ambitious vision to transform the 
relations of industrial production in Chicago through the implementation of new career 
development pipelines. CMRC leaders came to believe that innovation in manufacturing 
techniques (i.e. advanced manufacturing) had to paired with institutional innovation, and set 
about developing a concept for new educational infrastructure to support “a consistent stream of 
educated and skilled young people to provide leadership in all aspects of manufacturing” (D. 
Swinney, 2010).  
 
Following conversations with Arne Duncan, then the CEO of Chicago Public Schools and now 
the U.S. Secretary of Education, in 2005 CMRC began to develop a concept for a 
manufacturing-oriented high school. Small and medium manufacturing firms were deeply 
involved in the design process, and emphasized “a need for broader than a simple vocational 
program: ‘this was not about teaching people to push buttons, they needed employees that 
knew how to think’” – a message that resonated with CMRC’s high ambitions for the role the 
graduates of the program might one day play in transforming Chicago’s manufacturing 
landscape (Frbyerger, 2013).  
 
As the location for its pilot project, CMRC chose the Austin neighborhood, one of the most 
distressed in Chicago (D. Swinney, 2014). Although implementing the MC program within a 
neighborhood school in an economically distressed community significantly raises the difficulty 
of achieving success, CMRC leaders believed that “rebuilding our manufacturing in Chicago 
should begin in those communities hit the hardest by deindustrialization like Austin. We believe 
that these communities need to be prioritized in promoting development despite the many 
difficulties” (D. Swinney, 2014).  
 
Because of the importance of its relationships with organized labor, CMRC opted to implement 
its model within the context of a typical Chicago Public School – Austin Polytechnical Academy 
– with a unionized teaching workforce, rather than as charter school outside of the public school 
system. In doing so, CMRC ceded control of the overall academic performance and curriculum 
of the school to Chicago Public Schools; today, CMRC is responsible for implementing the 
school’s elective technical curriculum in partnership with Chicago Public Schools, as well as a 
broad range of career readiness and job placement supports. Throughout this paper, I will use 
“Austin” or “APA” to refer to the school as a whole, and “Manufacturing Connect” or “MC” to 





As suggested by its origin as the brainchild of a broad coalition of manufacturing stakeholders 
dedicated to transforming manufacturing in Chicago, the Manufacturing Connect program 
describes its goals less in terms of addressing short-term gaps in the labor market and more in 
terms of economic transformation of the Austin neighborhood. Telling the MC story in meetings, 
founder Dan Swinney often cites the fact that Austin had nearly 20,000 manufacturing jobs in 
the 1980s and now has only around 3000 – “probably few held by Austin residents” – framing 
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the current high poverty in the neighborhood as directly related to industrial disinvestment, and 
implying the major potential economic impact of industrial reinvestment (D. Swinney, personal 
communication, 27 May 2014; D. Swinney, 2010, 10). In other words, MC aims to bring large-
scale economic opportunity to Austin by building the community’s capacity to engage in the 
manufacturing economy and to leverage the manufacturing activity in areas surrounding the 
neighborhood toward community prosperity. Part of this mission includes an ambitious 
redevelopment project to physically bring manufacturing jobs back to the neighborhood, which is 
still in early stages. As Dan Swinney says in a promotional video that the program often plays 
for partners, “We’ve said from the beginning that the purpose of this school is to rebuild the 
community” (AFL-CIO, 2014).  
 
On the surface, the bulk of MC’s work looks similar to the day-to-day work of any workforce 
intermediary – working closely with jobseekers to improve their skills, and working with 
employers to generate openings for jobseekers. But the services that MC provides to students 
are reflective of its broader mission, preparing students not only to fill employer partners’ 
immediate skill needs but shaping them to succeed at all levels of the firm. As Dan Swinney 
wrote in a 2010 white paper on the MC program,  
We regularly have to clarify that APA is not a trade or vocational school but one geared 
to all careers related to manufacturing including all positions within the firm as well as 
positions outside the firm. Our career range includes skilled production technicians, 
marketing and management, ownership, a Ph.D. researcher in nanotechnology, or a 
leader in industrial policy (5).  
Students buy into this message about training for diverse positions along manufacturing career 
ladders, as well – as one says in the promotional video, “My long-term goal is for me to own my 
own company that gives back to the community” (AFL-CIO, 2014). The idea of training students 
in ways that will position them to eventually step into executive, research or ownership roles is 
an interesting blend of supply-side and demand-side labor market strategies – in a way, it 
precludes the question of demand-side approaches to labor market problems by using supply-





Manufacturing Connect implements its mission primarily through a robust educational and 
career services program for students. They describe their educational offering as being 
structured around “three legs to the stool” – “hard” metalworking skills, “soft” work readiness and 
culture skills, and leadership skills. All parts of the program are elective for students; since the 
school graduated its first class in 2011 about 50-75% of each graduating class has participated 
in the program. Any APA student who shows the necessary motivation is welcome to participate 
in the program, and MC staff recognize that success in the program is not necessarily linked to 
a student’s academic achievement. (In fact, over the past year, the Manufacturing Connect 
program has been working to distinguish its brand from that of the school, which has been 
labeled as academically failing by the Chicago Public School system.) 
 
Manufacturing and engineering electives start in students’ second of four years at APA. Through 
this training, students have the opportunity to earn up to five nationally recognized metalworking 
(NIMS) credentials. The school’s technical curriculum is co-taught by a Manufacturing Connect 
staff member and an Austin Polytech teacher, and the machine shop is funded and designed by 
employer partners. Rather than striving to fill the machine shop with state-of-the-art machines, 
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Manufacturing Connect and its employer partners select machines that match those most likely 
to be in use on partners’ shop floors, to give students as realistic of a shop-floor experience as 
possible. This helps ensure that students bring realistic expectations to their work-based 
learning experiences, Each year, the program trains a number of students who excel at 
machining; last year, one student was the winner of an national industry-sponsored 
metalworking competition. MC staff also work with APA teachers to incorporate manufacturing 
and engineering concepts into their lesson plans. For example, a geometry class I observed 
used a lesson about ratios as a jumping off point for a discussion of the wingspan-to-length-to-
seating ratios of different aircraft models, and discussed the engineering considerations that 
underlie unequal ratios between models.  
 
In their second or third year, students can participate in a one-day job shadow with an employer 
partner and a five-day paid internship over their spring break. The summer before their final 
year, students can participate in a summer-long paid internship with an employer partner. These 
job shadows and internships serve multiple purposes for students in the Manufacturing Connect 
program. Like many youth-oriented manufacturing career programs, the first hurdle that 
Manufacturing Connect faces is to give students opportunities to learn first-hand about what 
manufacturing careers look like today. Especially in a community where many older residents 
have experienced the loss of a once-stable manufacturing job, careers in manufacturing can be 
perceived as dirty, dangerous dead ends. This “image problem” is acknowledged on a national 
scale by industry advocates (Garrison, 2014). MC works to build a different perception among 
its students by framing manufacturing careers as being about computer programming, problem-
solving, and design.   
 
Once students have become interested in manufacturing careers, these work-based learning 
experiences also build students’ confidence around their ability to participate in a manufacturing 
workplace in ways that employers perceive as valuable (reflected in the fact that students are 
paid during their internships). Manufacturing Connect staff speak explicitly about work-based 
learning programs like job shadows and internships as opportunities for students to learn about 
the culture of manufacturing firms and receive positive reinforcement when they practice 
behaviors that are valued in the manufacturing workplace (El Jamal, 2014). This work to “build 
cultural bridges” between students and manufacturing firms is supported by additional training 
that takes place in the school environment, where MC staff facilitate explicit discussions with 
students about soft skills and behavioral expectations in the manufacturing workplace. The staff 
member who leads these discussions has a background in community organizing and serves as 
a trusted resource to students both during their time in the school and after they have been 
placed in full-time employment. 
 
The “third leg of the stool” to Manufacturing Connect’s curriculum, leadership training designed 
to prime students to step into management roles later in their careers, is still being developed. 
Currently, it primarily takes place through extracurricular activities like MECH Creations, a 
student-run co-operative business that manufactures and sells trumpet mouthpieces designed 





Since the school’s inception, about 47% of all graduating students have participated in a paid 
work experience, and about 52% earned at least one NIMS metalworking credential (E. 
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Swinney, personal communication, 17 Sept 2014). Of graduating students, MC has made 27 
placements in manufacturing firms, resulting in 13 MC graduates are working in manufacturing 
today (some students have been placed more than once). The average salary for an entry-level 
job placement is about $12/hour plus benefits, although graduate salaries range widely; one 
graduate, as a result of overtime pay, now earns more than $70,000 annually only a few years 
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2011 72 38 (53%) 15 3 38 32 4 
2012 68 53 (78%)  53 31 46 26 12 
2013 29 22 (76%) 18 15 15 10 7 
2014 45 25 (56%) 25 21 19 14 5 
 
Although only a small minority of students pursue careers in manufacturing, MC’s experience is 
that those pursuing other options often return 1-2 years after graduation to seek manufacturing 
jobs. To further encourage this, MC’s placement and mentorship services remain available on 
an open-ended basis after graduation – this means placement numbers for the classes of 2013 
and 2014 are likely to rise in the coming years.  
 
Additionally, interviews with MC graduates now working in manufacturing show how each 
successful placement the program not only has the potential to make a long-term impact on the 
student’s socioeconomic future, but also has the potential to ripple outward in ways that 
resonate with Manufacturing Connect’s broader community development vision. One graduate, 
for example, had returned to MC for placement after an unsuccessful, and debt-financed, 
semester at college. She still plans to return to college one day, but now has both the means to 
pay her own tuition and the work experience to choose a field of study that will accelerate her on 
her career path. Another graduate spoke about how she sees herself as a career role model for 
her younger siblings (Hughes, Burge and Threets, 2014). Critics of the program cite the 
relatively low numbers of graduates going into manufacturing careers as a sign of failure. But 
there is evidence that each of the positive outcomes that MC has generated so far has the 
potential to help support a broader shift in the community toward perceiving manufacturing work 
as both valuable and accessible. 
 
 
Supporting Supply-Side Strategies with Demand-Side Interventions 
 
The mix of hard skills and soft skills in MC’s curriculum reflects the program’s understanding of 
its employer partners’ skill needs; like manufacturers everywhere, MC’s employer partners 
express a need for both technical and “soft skills.” In this way, MC’s approach speaks the 
Obama administration’s interest in the “jobs-driven training” role that intermediaries can play. 
                                                
1 “MC participants” are currently defined as those who have participated in at least 2 MC opportunities, 
including earning a credential or participating in a manufacturing work experience 
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But in addition to implementing supply-side strategies to prepare students to contribute value 
and adapt to the expectations of manufacturing workplaces, MC staff speak of a need to “build 
the bridge from both sides,” meaning that they also strive to work with employer partners to 
develop their capacity to support younger workers in starting on a manufacturing career path. As 
discussed in detail in the next chapter, the small employers in MC’s network often lack the well-
articulated mentorship structures that are needed to help young and/or entry-level workers 
successfully adapt to a manufacturing workplace.  
 
MC’s supply-side strategies to train and develop students are clearly defined, well-structured, 
and easy for the program to communicate about. But as the next chapter illustrates, the 
program’s impact on employer partners’ human capital strategies – while very intentional on the 
part of MC – occur in ways that appear much more organic or ad hoc. As federal funding flows 
toward scaling up intermediary models, it is critical for advocates and practitioners to gain 
clearer insight into how the apparent success of supply-side strategies can be bolstered by 
more hidden demand-side strategies. Without MC’s interventions in employer practices around 
training and mentorship, the program’s work training and preparing students would in many 
cases not have been enough on its own to result in successful placements of students on 
manufacturing career paths.
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Chapter 3. 
Manufacturing Connect’s employer partners:  
Demand-side changes in action 
 
A distinctive characteristic of the Manufacturing Connect program is the intensive relationships 
staff have built with employers, beginning with deep employer engagement in the initial plans for 
and design of the school’s curriculum. Today, MC works closely with a network of 55 employer 
partners, all Chicago-based small manufacturers. MC engages employers at several levels, 
including informing the technical curriculum, creating work-based learning opportunities, and 
interviewing and sometimes hiring MC graduates for jobs. Employers also participate in an 
advisory committee that is responsible for shaping investments in the program’s machine shop, 
and they contribute frequent feedback on both the curriculum and their experiences engaging 
with students.  
 
As discussed in the previous chapter, much of MC’s work is focused on supply-side strategies 
that prepare students to contribute and demonstrate value in the manufacturing workplace. But 
interviews with employers also show that through the course of their engagement with MC, 
many are implementing changes to their human capital infrastructure that support both the 
short-term retention of new workers as well as more transparent access to career advancement 
opportunities – i.e. making the demand-side changes that theoretical writings on workforce 
intermediation have called for.  
 
Up till now, much of this demand-side change has occurred through an organic process of trial 
and error as employers work to adjust their practices to accommodate MC student hires. These 
ad hoc changes are often initially driven by a philanthropic logic – employers are motivated to 
engage with MC as part of a broader philanthropic commitment to education, especially for 
students from “disadvantaged communities.” Interviews show a strong sense on the part of 
employers that MC students “need all the help they can get,” and so employers strive to ensure 
that the experience of MC students is both positive and impactful on their long-term 
socioeconomic outcomes. At the same time, employers share a general concern about future 
talent pipelines – traditional “friends and family” hiring sources have run dry, and they perceive 
that fewer young people are interested in or prepared for careers in manufacturing. Employers’ 
engagement with MC is not typically driven by an expectation that MC students are 
representative of their future talent pools. But as employers have gained experience with new 
practices like stronger mentorship and improved communication about advancement 
opportunities, they begin to make connections around how these practices could help them 
solve their impending human capital crises. Now, they are asking for more formal and direct 
support around building out and institutionalizing these practices. 
 
This chapter presents evidence from employer interviews that illustrates what this process looks 
like, what employer characteristics support or enable this process, and what a more explicit 
approach to demand-side strategies might look like. Interviews were conducted with the 
understanding that employer feedback would be presented anonymously, so while quoted 
material in this chapter is not directly cited, it is based on recorded interviews with recordings in 
the author’s possession. Some identifying details have been changed to preserve anonymity. 
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A snapshot of MC’s employer partners 
 
Manufacturing Connect’s employer partners are primarily small metal manufacturing firms in 
Chicago. The median size of a partner firm is 40 employees, with the largest having about 200 
employees in Chicago (E. Swinney, personal communication, 14 May 2014; ReferenceUSA). 
Partner firms primarily focus on metal manufacturing, and the products they make range from 
custom small parts like springs and gears to large finished goods like industrial ovens, transit 
seats, and high-end airbrushes. Many are family-run, and most have an aging workforce – the 
average tenure of these firms’ workers can run into the decades. This section describes partner 





MC’s partner firms typically hire through word of mouth, looking in particular to their own families 
and friends or those of their workers. One employer, for example, where the average worker 
tenure is nearly 30 years, described one current employee whose mother was working at the 
company when she was born; now mother and daughter both work at the company.  
 
The practice of hiring through personal networks suggests an emphasis on loyalty and cultural 
fit rather than skill and experience when hired. As one employer described, “We had typically 
been hiring through word of mouth in the factory; we’ve hired some people in the neighborhood, 
but with no actual formal training. Typically we’ve had a pretty low bar as far as qualifications 
are concerned, and that was a reasonable command of the English language.” While other 
employers placed a somewhat greater emphasis on credentials when hiring, these function 
more to display a basic level of interest and commitment than to communicate about the 
worker’s technical skill set. One employer, for example, says of the metalworking industry 
(NIMS) credentials that MC students earn, “If they come in with a NIMS credential, more than 
being able to be job ready, it really tells us that they are capable of learning something quickly.” 
 
The tendency of employers to talk about “fit,” personality, and culture more than specific skills 
presents both opportunities and barriers for an intermediary like Manufacturing Connect. On one 
hand, it implies a degree of flexibility around hiring – to some extent, employers are willing to 
take a chance on any jobseeker that comes recommended by a trusted source. MC industry 
coordinator Bill Vogel invests significantly in cultivating that trust, working constantly to make 
tailored matches between students and employers for both short-term work-based learning 
interactions and when recommending students for job openings. On the other hand, the 
emphasis on “fit” over hard skills can make it harder for both students and MC staff to decode 
what they need to do to demonstrate value to partner firms. This is one reason why MC 
programming for students places such a strong emphasis on “building cultural bridges.” But 
equally, it is a space where more direct and explicit communication from employers about their 
expectations could expand opportunity for workers.  
 
Career Ladders and Advancement 
 
For most employers, the informality around hiring also carries over to their advancement 
practices. Most have the building blocks of a well-articulated career ladder, with shop floor job 
functions that progress in skill – from operator, to “set-up man”, to CNC programmer or tool and 
die maker, to quality control and in some cases to engineering. And workers do move up these 
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implicit ladders; each firm offered examples of top-level supervisors who had progressed 
through the ranks from entry-level positions, and several even said that given a choice, they 
preferred to “grow their own” talent. Building on worker loyalty is, in fact, a big reason for this 
strategy; for example, one employer said that his firm experiences intense competition when 
hiring skilled workers from outside, so it’s preferable to invest in the skills of workers who are 
already loyal to the firm. (This perspective stands in interesting contrast to the often-cited 
reluctance of employers to invest in training because workers might depart with their investment 
– as MC director Erica Swinney put it, “if a couple bucks an hour is enough to lure someone 
after an apprenticeship, there’s a culture problem at your company” (personal communication, 
27 May 2014).) But in spite of the value partner firm executives placed on internal advancement, 
few described a consistent policy around advancement that clearly communicates career 
advancement steps to workers,   
 
In most cases, worker advancement is based on management identification of desirable 
characteristics, which happens in ways that may or may not be transparent to the employee or 
consistently applied by supervisors. These characteristics are often highly subjective, with 
advancement depending less on demonstrated skill and competency than on observed 
personality traits. For example, one employer said the most important characteristic for 
advancement was “follow-up” – “simply doing what you say you’re going to do and 
communicating well with supervisors and co-workers about the completion of tasks. People that 
are responsible enough to do that, to me, are the ones that are gonna make it.” Another 
employer said that workers who advance in his firm share an innate “curiosity” that drives a 
desire for continued learning about manufacturing. 
 
This employer’s emphasis on the employee’s desire to advance as a key characteristic for 
advancement points to a key challenge around advancement in these firms: often, the onus is 
on the employee to make their interest in advancement known to management. As one 
employer put it, “if someone has interest, they could go to the plant manager, they could go to 
HR and say, ‘I’m a machine operator, I’d like to learn more skills.’ […] And we won’t say no.” 
This practice creates a major risk for workers who might have all the skill to advance, but lack 
the self-confidence or awareness of firm culture to put themselves forward as candidates.  
 
Another employer directly addressed the communication gaps around advancement within his 
firm: “We recognize that some people view their positions as dead ends, and it doesn’t have to 
be that way, if the person is willing to progressively work at it - and we want those people to do 
that. We don’t do a great job of communicating that, but that’s what we want.” In other words, 
what these firms lack is not career ladders or even the desire for employees to advance along 
career ladders – rather they lack the human capital infrastructure to make those expectations 
clear and transparent to employees. 
 
One employer, when asked to describe the mechanisms by which people who display desirable 
characteristics know that they have the potential to advance, admitted, “That’s hard!” Although 
his company has a system of performance reviews that should theoretically function as an 
opportunity to identify top performers and communicate about opportunities for career 
advancement, this employer believes that his company’s supervisors and managers often lack 
either the skill or the motivation to “mentor and be able to pluck these people out.” This 
comment provides a more granular insight into the communication challenge these firms face 
around advancement. While directives about mentorship from executive levels can help, 
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employers also need to build a firm-wide commitment to transparent advancement practices that 




While MC’s employer partners generally have occupational structures that could map clearly 
onto progressive career ladders, and articulate that they value developing talent internally, 
another key missing piece is a formal or explicit training infrastructure that workers can use to 
ascend career ladders. Although many of the firms interviewed do offer employees some form of 
training, “training” encompasses a broad range of activities, only some of which provide long-
term value to the worker.   
 
One firm interviewed for this project had a training infrastructure that is focused on giving 
incumbent workers tools advance up career ladders. This firm engages another Chicago 
workforce intermediary to deliver periodic skill-building trainings for all employees – for example, 
a class for all employees hired in the past year on the use of blueprints, calipers, micrometers, 
and other basic measurement techniques, followed by a second class on the concepts of 
statistical process control and quality control, building a foundation of skills that could support a 
later move into a quality control role. And this firm proactively moves employees up along its 
career ladders, with a strong focus on cross-training employees on as many machines as 
possible. This firm pairs transparent career ladders with targeted training so that workers are 
empowered to make decisions about how they want to advance, and then have access to the 
tools to do so.  
 
But unfortunately, this example is more the exception than the norm. Instead, training at most 
other firms interviewed takes the form of short-term fixes for immediate needs. Typical examples 
of training programs among partner firms include: 
• A four-week training period for new hires, primarily focused on safety 
• New hire orientation plus open-ended on-the-job training led by a peer or supervisor 
• A training program led by another Chicago workforce intermediary to train incumbent 
workers for a brake press operator position that the firm had had open for over a year 
and had been unable to fill with outside talent. 
In these examples, training occurs on an as-needed basis. It is targeted toward making sure 
that workers are adequately prepared to meet the firm’s short-term needs, rather than investing 
in workers in ways that fully support career advancement.  
 
Admittedly, some firms with less robust training do recognize the value of investing in their 
human capital infrastructure. Still they see it as a long-term goal and a complex undertaking. As 
one employer noted,  
I certainly understand that [human capital investment and business performance] feed 
off each other and it gets into a positive cycle, so that if we had a formal program in 
place with more training, that’s going to make our workers more productive and that’s 
going to make everything go upward. But that’s easier said than done, in the short run 
anyway, because we’ve got a day-to-day business to run and satisfying our customers is 
number one. 
This employer’s perspective again suggests a major opportunity for MC to provide tools to lower 
the hurdles for employers to invest in training linked to career ladders, helping employers make 
these changes in ways that they perceive as less costly in the short term. As discussed in more 
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detail in Chapter 4, the presence of some employers in MC’s network with more robust 
approaches to training could be a great asset for peer learning between partner firms. 
 
Opportunities for Change 
 
This general lack of clear internal mechanisms for and transparent communication about 
advancement is clearly at odds with employers’ desire to promote from within, building their 
workforce from the ground up both for strategic reasons and as a reflection of company values. 
Against this backdrop, employers tend to express at least some degree of concern about 
upcoming retirements among their largely aging workforces, acknowledging that their past 
sources of skill will likely be less available in the future (both because they’ve already tapped the 
limit of “friends and family” hiring sources, and because they perceive young workers as less 
interested in manufacturing careers than in past decades).  
 
Firms’ awareness of an upcoming need to engage with the labor market in new ways creates a 
general opportunity for intermediaries to engage firms around their human capital strategies, 
and many intermediaries are leveraging firms’ concerns to encourage and provide a framework 
for greater flexibility around hiring and the initial identification of skill in the labor market. What is 
still missing from these approaches, though, are strategies that not only get new workers into 
jobs but help shape the quality of those jobs as the first step on a rewarding career ladder, i.e. 
not only improving jobseekers’ access to existing demand in the labor market, but also shaping 
the character of that demand. In the MC case, though, through direct experience with students 
who typify future sources of skill, employer partners are beginning to broaden the question they 
are asking from Where am I going to find my next workforce? to What is it going to take for me 
to engage and retain these new workers? – thereby creating a broader opportunity for 
intervention. 
 
Not only does the labor market situation of these firms create opportunities for more robust 
demand-side intervention, but their existing human capital practices also suggest a strong 
foundation on which an intermediary like MC can build. These firms’ existing implicit career 
ladders and commitment to internal promotion provide an opportunity for intermediaries to 
implement demand-side strategies that build on employers’ strengths, rather than call for 
wholesale changes to human capital infrastructure. The next section looks in greater detail at 
how and through what mechanisms involvement with MC is already leading to some changes of 
this type.   
 
 
Getting involved with MC: Philanthropic logics 
 
Employers typically get involved with Manufacturing Connect following a personal appeal from 
MC’s industry coordinator, Bill Vogel, or Manufacturing Renaissance executive director Dan 
Swinney. In contrast to the typical first engagement between a workforce intermediary and an 
employer, MC’s partner firms are least as motivated by charitable intentions by an expectation 
that MC will provide a sustainable solution to the firm’s future workforce needs.  
 
An executive leader at one employer partner, for example, said that he initially became engaged 
because the program was a good fit for his company’s philanthropic profile – local, focused on 
education and youth – and talked about the personal inspiration he derives from the impact his 
involvement has on MC students: “These kids need every advantage they could possibly get. 
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[…] As much as I’d like to see the success of Manufacturing Renaissance [as a coalition 
transforming the manufacturing industry], I’m really focused on this community and this 
particular set of kids and seeing them succeed.” 
 
In other words, partners perceive Manufacturing Connect as more of a community development 
organization than a straightforward source of workers. To a large extent, this perception is a 
direct result of MC’s constant communication about its mission of economic transformation and 
its efforts to engage partners as agents of that transformation. Over the course of two weeks, I 
heard Manufacturing Renaissance executive director Dan Swinney describe the MC history and 
mission at the beginning of Chapter 2 at least four times to both potential partners and potential 
jobseekers. In each case, one of more of the employer partners interviewed for this paper was 
called upon to join the meeting and add their perspective to the story. Practices like these 
strongly reinforce employer partners’ perception that their relationship with Manufacturing 
Connect is not only transactional, but that they are collaborating toward a transformative goal. 
 
 
Creating space for transformative change 
 
One employer illustrated how the philanthropic logic of his company’s initial involvement with 
Austin creates space for change in human capital practices. Comparing his experience with MC 
to his engagement with a different local workforce intermediary, which tailors programs to meet 
his company’s immediate skill needs, he said, “I don’t expect Austin to tailor a program for us,” 
citing (what he sees as) MC’s primary mission to improve socioeconomic outcomes for 
students. In other words, compared to the other program – which he sees as primarily providing 
instrumental value to his company – this employer acknowledges that when it comes to MC, 
some of the onus will be on his firm to bend toward the needs of these workers, rather than 
expecting workers who can seamlessly plug in to existing human capital practices. Employers 
consistently convey an expectation that involvement with MC means an unusual investment of 
executive-level time; two presidents of employer firms described how they didn’t host an MC 
summer internship because they felt that their personal involvement was important and they 
weren’t sure they’d have time. Again, this perspective illustrates that employers don’t expect MC 
hires to simply fill vacancies on the shop floor, but instead expect that they may need to 
implement relatively intensive new human capital strategies to make the placement a success. 
This expectation is consistent with the mindset that his company’s relationship to MC is that of a 
contributor, not a customer.  
 
Indeed, a key distinction between Manufacturing Connect and many other workforce 
intermediaries is that MC positions itself as asking for employers’ help as much as offering 
employers a resource. When employers join MC as partners, they are asked to contribute $500-
$750 and sign a letter of commitment promising to participate in pre-hire activities including 
hosting job shadows and internships, participating in advisory committees, and contributing to 
external presentations of the program as described above. Although, on the surface, it might 
seem that hiring a graduate is the most important resource a company can “give” to the 
program, an employer who only hires students and doesn’t participate in shaping their pre-hire 
experiences is not considered by program staff to be a good program participant.  
 
This approach seems to resonate with employers; one company owner, when asked what 
makes industry coordinator Bill Vogel successful, described him as “tenacious and no shame in 
asking […] Bill will call me two hours before and say hey, I need a favor, I’ve got kids here, can I 
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bring them by?” This anecdote not only demonstrates Vogel’s overall persistence, but also 
again shows how MC staff consistently communicate in large and small ways that employers 
are true partners in creating change – and because of that, are expected to co-invest, not just 




Firms typically begin to introduce changes to their human capital practices after their first 
experiences hosting Manufacturing Connect students for paid internships or job shadows. 
Several employers described having felt “underprepared” for those experiences and 
subsequently requested additional help from MC staff in improving their ability to give students a 
successful experience. One employer, for example, described how their current supervisors 
worried that students were coming to replace them, and described the internships as “chaotic.” 
As another employer put it, “The bottom line is that we need to be prepared just as much as the 
students are when they come in to work.” 
 
Following a first year rocky internship experiences, Manufacturing Connect staff collaborated 
with employers to build tools to support employers in making student internship experiences 
more successful for both employer and student (one employer described the change between 
the first and second years as “amazing”). Not only did MC staff develop curricula and guidelines 
for the internships, but they also visited each partner company to meet with supervisors and 
leadership. As much as this intervention created stronger communication channels between MC 
staff and employers, it also gave employers better tools to communicate within the firm about 
their human capital needs.  
 
One employer, for example, leveraged the new information from MC to open a conversation with 
shop floor supervisors about how students were coming to learn, and could be supervisors’ co-
workers in the future. They also leveraged this conversation as an opportunity to engage shop-
floor workers as partners in helping the firm meet its long-term human capital needs, telling staff 
“It’s no secret we need young people!” – and underlining the importance of learning how to 
successfully engage the young people they were bringing in through MC. Although firm 
leadership may have perceived their future human capital needs to be widely understood by 
shop floor workers, MC’s intervention pushed employers to make that implicit understanding an 
explicit conversation with workers. Another employer described a similar experience increasing 
his level of communication with a shop floor supervisor between the firm’s first and second 
experiences with MC summer interns: 
I talked to one of my top manufacturing guys, I said look, we’re bringing a kid or two in 
here over the summer and I really need it to work. The last guys floundered a bit 
between because they didn’t have a mentor to help them out. They need guidance. So 
there was sort of an aha moment with the manufacturing guy where he says, you didn’t 
tell me that’s what you wanted, okay. So he thought about it and said, I have some ideas 
and now I’m going to nurture and make sure these guys have a better experience when 
they come through here. 
Again, in this example, the primary challenge that made the employer’s first experience difficult 
was a communication gap between executive leadership and shop-floor supervisors. This is a 
critical leverage point where the changes employers make in response to the needs of the MC 
program can lead to improved transparency around human capital strategies for all their 
workers. 
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Employers who have hired MC students describe making similar adjustments, but since the 
students have permanently joined the workforce, new human capital strategies can be more 
open-ended or ongoing. For example, one employer described that when he realized that his 
firm was an MC hire’s first experience in the workplace, he changed his mindset and made a 
commitment to communicating requirements and expectations more clearly. While all of his new 
hires are assigned a mentor, his experiences with MC hires have highlighted areas where 
mentorship could be stronger. For example, one challenge he experienced was that his MC hire 
took the initiative to innovate on a shop-floor process, but failed to communicate the changes he 
introduced to his foreman. The employer realized that “someone needs to tell them before it 
happens,” and asked his mentors to convey to new hires: “We are interested in your ideas, but 
we want you to come us with your ideas before you do anything.” 
 
Broadening impact within the firm 
 
While employers do expect to actively participate in constructing a positive and impactful 
experience for MC hires, they may initially perceive these efforts as responding to the unique 
characteristics of the student rather than addressing gaps in their own human capital 
infrastructure. One way that this employer perception begins to shift is when tensions arise with 
other shop floor workers who perceive the changes employers make as “special treatment.” 
Such challenges make it clear to employers that, at minimum, changes they make to support 
MC workers need to be supplemented with clear communication to the existing workforce about 
why it is important for MC hires to have a successful experience and how those successes will 
have a positive impact on the entire workforce. 
 
One employer, describing how an MC hire has been working out so well that the worker has 
been marked for advancement, mentioned that his supervisor is “giving him a hard time […] 
maybe it’s because he sees this kid has a lot of attention on him, so let’s give the bosses’ star 
kid a hard time, make him work.” In other words, when it comes to its MC hire, this firm is using 
a new strategy of clearer communication around advancement – but because this approach is 
dissonant with the firm’s typical human capital strategies, shop floor supervisors perceive it as a 
special favor that is different from what they have access to. If transparent information about 
advancement is not broadly and equitably applied, this could be interpreted as a sign that this 
information is reserved for those that already been singled out as having potential.  
 
Because MC has a broader mission to transform the industrial relations of manufacturing, staff 
prepare students to work at all levels of the firm. For example, as noted in Chapter 2, it is not 
uncommon to hear students say that they aspire to management and ownership roles. But MC 
faces a delicate balance in this area; employers sometimes report that MC students have too 
much of a sense of entitlement about advancement, and students’ expectations about quick 
advancement can feed into friction with supervisors who already see them as receiving special 
treatment. As an employer partner’s broader workforce sees that the employer is indeed 
capable of improving its human capital strategies, there is a risk that they will feel shortchanged 
unless the employer communicates a commitment to broadly and equitably scaling up those 
changes. This presents a critical opportunity for MC to build on employers’ willingness to extend 
special treatment to MC hires, for philanthropic reasons, leveraging that openness into a 
broader interest in improving human capital infrastructure.    
 
Tensions that can arise with other shop floor workers are important to raise employers’ 
awareness of larger cracks in their strategic human capital foundation that need to be 
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addressed. The importance of these changes is magnified if employers understand MC students 
as representative of their future workforce pipeline. This understanding can be at odds with the 
logic MC initially hooks employers with – that MC students are objects of charity. One way this 
change occurs is through actual employer experiences with MC hires; many described being 
pleasantly surprised by the value that MC hires contributed to their firm. For example, one 
employer, who employs one MC graduate, said: “It was hard to believe in the beginning, 6 or 7 
years ago before the kids started going to work, that they would be able to actually produce 
students with the capabilities that they do have and that they are coming out with today.”  
 
While employers might initially perceive MC students as objects of charity, as they experience 
MC hires as strong contributors, the changes that they have made to accommodate MC 
students begin to appear more as investments in future sources of talent. Employers say they 
are not banking on Manufacturing Connect as their main source of future hiring. Yet while 
employers may rely on other programs to meet their short-term skill needs, and while MC itself 
may not provide bulk of their future workforce, MC students do in many ways typify the future of 
the manufacturing industry’s talent pool; they are millenials who are raised to expect that 
college, not a manufacturing career, is their primary path to socioeconomic success. Through 
their involvement with MC, employers are gaining a first-hand understanding of the role they can 
play in effectively shaping and leveraging that future talent pool.  
 
 
Institutionalizing the Framework 
 
Manufacturing Connect engages firms with two logics – giving disadvantaged youth a hand, and 
helping support the long-term competitiveness of the manufacturing industry in Chicago. Firms 
may not initially perceive a strong link between the two, but MC guides firms through a set of 
experiences that influence them to start connecting the dots. Initial mismatches between MC 
students’ expectations and firms’ existing human capital practices lead employers to institute 
new practices in the name of philanthropic impact. Viewed through the narrow lens of the firm’s 
ability to support MC’s “philanthropic” mission, it is relatively easy for firms to admit that their 
human capital practices fall short and to apply targeted fixes – increased mentorship, clearer 
frameworks for advancement, additional training opportunities. When the one-off nature of firms’ 
new human capital strategies begins to cause fissures among the firm’s broader workforce, 
firms then begin to take an interest in broadening their investment in organizational changes. 
Indeed, perhaps the most important change to human capital strategies that has resulted from 
MC’s intervention is at the meta level – based on experiences that have demonstrated to 
employers that their current human capital infrastructure has gaps that will make it difficult for 
them to support the workforce of the future, they have started to actively demand resources that 
can help them make changes. The next chapter reviews opportunities and barriers for 
Manufacturing Connect and other workforce intermediaries to engage employers in demand-
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Chapter 4. 
Recommendations & Conclusion: Strategies to formalize demand-side 
interventions and secure firms’ commitments to change 
 
Based on suggestions from interviews with employers and Manufacturing Connect staff, this 
final chapter recommends steps that the Manufacturing Connect program could take to 
institutionalize stronger supports for its employer partners that also serve to improve long-term 
outcomes for MC students and other workers in those firms – i.e. formalized demand-side labor 
market strategies. The first of these strategies is training seminars for partner firm executives 
and human resources staff; these are currently in development by MC, but employers may not 
be prepared to buy in to this commitment until after they have learned through experience. The 
second strategy is peer learning between employers, which I argue will be critical to speeding 
employers toward readiness for MC-led training seminars. To these two strategies, both of 
which were suggested directly by employer partners in interviews, I add a recommendation for 
Manufacturing Connect to directly engage shop-floor workers. Taking a page from the logics 
leveraged by intermediaries that work within a technical assistance framework, directly engaging 
shop floor workers (and not simply management representatives) could help hasten the spread 
of new human capital practices within partner firms. A critical challenge for MC is to implement 
new strategies in a way that strengthens and deepens supports for firms as they invest in new 
human capital infrastructure – yet leave space for the sometimes challenging learning process 
that influences firms to buy in to the logic driving those investments.  
 
 
Strategy 1: HR Seminars & Challenges 
 
Several employers cited “time and resources” as the primary barrier to developing a more robust 
internal mentorship and training infrastructure – suggesting that the desire for such 
infrastructure is there, but resonating with Osterman’s observation that firms lack the internal 
capabilities to develop appropriate strategies. As one partner put it, “Our job is to make [our 
product]. We’re not professional trainers.” One employer suggested that MC (either by itself or 
working with other workforce intermediary partners) could help overcome this barrier with “a 
step-by-step training program that would bring some of our floor people in, and some of our 
managers, so that we can learn, essentially, how to accommodate these kids, and how to 
mentor them, how to make them succeed here.”  
 
At minimum, this would be a formalization of the ad hoc conversations that MC staff have with 
employers following a challenging first experience with MC students. Manufacturing 
Renaissance, MC’s parent organization, has been in the process of developing a program along 
these principles, and MC staff currently have a list of suggested topics for trainings that they are 
sharing with employers. But the same employer who suggested that he would find these 
workshops valuable also pointed to a key challenge around generating employer buy-in. This 
employer suggested that “you might scare some people off, but it should probably be a 
prerequisite to becoming a partner.” I asked him how he would have reacted if participating in 
such a workshop was a hurdle to getting involved with MC, and he said: “I probably would have 
reacted: great idea, where am I going to find the time?” In other words, he has only become 
committed to the value of such trainings through a direct experience of the challenges of 
situating an MC hire within his highly informal human capital infrastructure. He and other firms 
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had to be shown, not told, how they were inadequately prepared to successfully invest in a new 
generation of workers.  
 
This challenge reflects broader employer ambivalence about investments in human capital 
infrastructure. They know the value, but many find it difficult to prioritize above day-to-day 
business demands – as one employer put it, “We’ve got a day-to-day business to run and 
satisfying our customer is #1.” Investments are made only when gaps in human capital 
infrastructure are framed as more urgent problems, like when an MC hire is struggling to get 
along with his or her shop floor supervisor.  
 
The critical challenge for MC, then, is make this perceived trade-off easy and seamless to 
implement. A good start is by providing external supports to help firms design stronger practices 
around mentorship, training and advancement. But as the employer above suggests, by making 
these trainings a pre-requisite, MC will likely miss the opportunity to engage firms who initially 
see participation as still too costly. What can MC do to engage these firms in the experiential 
learning process that can lead to important human capital changes? How can MC help these 
firms avoid the worst hiccups, yet still experience enough challenges to have an appetite for 
new human capital strategies? One approach might be to structure trainings in longer-term 
sequence that follows firms through the process of learning to accommodate an MC hire, 
providing “just in time” resources to address issues as they arise. This approach would preserve 
MC’s ability to frame these trainings as solving a problem for employers – to deliver information 
about best human capital practices pre-emptively risks bypassing the logic that generates 
employer commitments to change. 
 
 
Strategy 2: Peer Learning Networks 
 
As another employer suggested, a stronger peer learning network between employer partners 
could also help strengthen interventions in firms’ human capital infrastructure without 
jeopardizing the learning process. MC could continue its approach of throwing employers into 
the deep end initially, recognizing that experiencing challenges is a critical element of the 
transformation process. But instead of MC reacting ad hoc and on an individual basis as 
challenges arise, an MC-facilitated peer learning network would provide more organized support 
to employers. Like the employer training seminar idea, an employer peer learning network would 
be a formalization of a process that is already part of the MC approach. Both through venues 
like the machine shop advisory council as well as at one-off meetings, MC employer partners do 
already have opportunities to encounter one another and occasionally share information about 
their experiences. Building out a more formalized peer learning network would create a space 
for MC to communicate to employers that they recognize the value of these exchanges, and 
would give MC to listen in on and learn from these exchanges. 
 
By creating spaces for peer learning, MC is also relieved of the burden of “telling employers 
what to do” – rather, they can play off the diversity of perspectives and experiences within their 
employer partner network to let employers inform each other about successful strategies. For 
employers who are ahead of the curve in terms of human capital investments, playing a peer 
advising role would also contribute to solidifying their ownership over the logic that MC’s work is 
supporting a long-term transformation of Chicago’s manufacturing industry. 
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This strategy would be less resource-intensive for Manufacturing Connect to implement than a 
coordinated series of training seminars for employers, and it may also appear to be less of a 
time investment for employer partners than committing to a series of trainings. These two 
strategies are not an either-or, and would be most effective implemented in tandem. Peer 
learning opportunities could serve as an important connective tissue between more structured 
trainings. Additionally, providing employer partners with space to connect would reinforce a 
technical assistance logic, where another way that MC adds value for employer partners is to 
give them an opportunity to build industry relationships.  
 
 
Strategy 3: Engaging Shop-Floor Supervisors 
 
Both of these strategies would be strengthened by engaging shop floor supervisors. One of the 
major pain points in MC’s current approach is that employers often don’t bring shop-floor 
supervisors into the loop on the creation and implementation of their goals for MC involvement 
until conflicts arise. Although, as explored above, challenges that arise through the learning 
process are critical to generating firm buy-in to broadening their investment in human capital 
infrastructure, this is one challenge that might be circumvented with little cost to the process. 
Bringing in shop floor supervisors earlier in the firm’s engagement would accelerate 
conversations within the firm that support the building out of human capital infrastructure – for 
example, conversations about the firm’s long-term labor needs and how shop-floor supervisors 
can contribute to meeting them.  
 
In terms of the human capital training seminars, by engaging shop floor supervisors within a 
training environment, these sessions would have the potential to accelerate employers’ 
understanding of how special strategies for MC students might clash with the expectations of 
their shop floor supervisors. This could stimulate deeper reflection by managers on human 
capital practices, and framing those conversations in a training environment could provide an 
opportunity for MC to immediately plug in to that reflection with suggested best practices. 
 
With peer learning networks, the idea for engaging shop floor supervisors actually came from 
the employer who proposed the idea. This employer suggested that, just as with the HR 
seminars, the peer learning network would be improved by including not only the high-level 
managers who made the decision to partner with MC, but also the shop floor supervisors and 
other employees who are directly engaged in making the day-to-day experience of new hires a 
success. As discussed in Chapter 3, clearer and more transparent communication between 
management and shop floor supervisors is one key change that many employers make in the 
context of their MC experience. Including shop floor supervisors in peer exchanges could 
facilitate that communication, drawing supervisors in to the conversation early on in the process. 
For example, rather than MC encouraging managers to develop stronger shop-floor mentorship 
practices, MC could create a space for shop floor supervisors to talk about their experiences 
and trade tips about mentorship.  
 
This experience, in itself, would contribute to improving job quality at partner firms by 
empowering shop floor supervisors and engaging them directly in supporting the firm’s long-
term strategic objectives. This type of engagement is a hallmark of the technical assistance 
logic that other intermediaries leverage. In other words, although MC has hit on a new logic for 
getting employers to buy in to investing in human capital infrastructure, the MC approach could 
itself benefit from drawing in additional logics.  
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The Manufacturing Connect case demonstrates that, for the manufacturing workforce of the 
future, successful labor market interventions will need to couple strategies to shape supply with 
strategies to shape demand. “Jobs-driven training,” where the intermediary makes its supply-
side strategies responsive to employers’ immediate needs, is not enough to engage young 
workers if they are placed in an environment where paths to advancement and the training to 
support them are not clearly and transparently available. A supply-side approach on its own 
risks making only a short-term impact on firms and workers, instead of transforming job 
openings into career opportunities that can both support positive long-term socioeconomic 
outcomes for the worker, and the long-term competitiveness of the industry. 
 
MC builds on the work of other intermediaries that have made an impact on labor demand with 
logics that link firm competitiveness to worker engagement. To these logics, MC adds a request 
to employers for a philanthropic commitment – although this philanthropic framing, importantly, 
grows from a narrative about industrial disinvestment in the Austin neighborhood. So even as 
firms engage with the intention of giving disadvantaged kids a leg up, that commitment is framed 
within the context of long-term trends in the manufacturing industry, and the relationship 
between Chicago’s manufacturing firms and the economic prosperity of its communities.  
 
Once MC secures initial buy-in from employers, it leads them through a learning process that 
first secures their commitment to investing in human capital infrastructure at a micro-level. 
These initial changes give firms a direct experience of the difference between their existing 
informal human capital strategies – what is – and a more robust strategy that empowers 
workers to easily advance in their careers – what could be. As awareness of this distinction 
ripples throughout the firm, employers begin to face pressure from other workers to scale up 
and broaden access to these new investments.  
 
The next step for Manufacturing Connect is to provide a robust set of resources that will enable 
them to take advantage of firms’ willingness to change. MC’s work so far has created an 
incredibly valuable resource – a community of small firms that sees the value of building 
stronger human capital infrastructure – and now MC must build a framework for ensuring that 
investment does not go to waste. As MC continues to develop its model, it will provide an 
important example as the intermediary approach – driven by federal policy – spreads. 
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Employer-Partner Interview Guide 
 
What were your expectations, were they met, have they changed 
 
General 
• What motivated you to get involved with the Manufacturing Connect program/Manufacturing 
Renaissance/Austin? 
• In what ways are you engaged with the Manufacturing Connect program and its graduates? 
If prompting needed: For example, giving feedback on the curriculum, hosting 
apprenticeships, speaking in classes? 
• Have you been involved in similar training programs before? If yes: Besides the fact that it 
focuses on high school students, has Manufacturing Connect been different from those 
projects? (Especially in terms of benefits to your company) 
• What were your initial expectations for being involved in Manufacturing Connect? Has that 
changed over time?  
• What did you initially commit to do? Has that changed over time? 
• What are your company’s goals for being involved in Manufacturing Connect? Have those 
changed over time? 
• What has been the greatest benefit to working with Manufacturing Connect? Was that 
something you expected? If no:  Have there been any other unanticipated benefits? 
• What has been most challenging?  
• What kind of feedback have you given to Manufacturing Connect leadership? Have they 
been responsive? 
• Concluding: What are your plans for future involvement in Manufacturing Connect? What’s 
the biggest change that would make Manufacturing Connect more valuable to your firm?  
 
Intra-Firm Factors 
• How is work generally structured at your company? (i.e. is the workforce bifurcated between 
thinkers and button pushers, or is there a contiguous career ladder?) 
• Are there opportunities for entry-level workers to advance? What is required of them to 
advance? Formal education vs. OTJ/experience? At what point would an employee without 
formal education get stuck? 
• How many managers/higher-level employees started as entry-level workers? 
• How do you communicate within your company about why you partner with Manufacturing 
Connect? 
• When you first got involved, did everyone agree it was a good idea, or did you have to 
convince some people? Are there managers or employees who are still not convinced? 
• Do you offer your employees career development resources, such as mentorship, training 
opportunities, or tuition reimbursement? If yes: How do employees know about these 
opportunities? Do many take advantage of them? Why or why not, do you think?  
• What’s your long-term human capital strategy? In other words: How do you plan for your 
company to meet its skill needs over the next decade?  
• Have you made any changes to your human capital strategy, or human resources policies or 
procedures since becoming involved with Manufacturing Connect?  
 
Employing Austin Students/Graduates 
• How do you typically hire? 
• What kind of training do new entry-level hires typically go through?  
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• If you have hired Austin students or hosted them as apprentices, what skills did you expect 
them to have? What kind of work did you expect they would be able to do?  
• What additional training did you need to invest in to prepare them to do the job you hired 
them for? Was it more or less than you expected? 
• Do you think there are big differences between Austin graduates and someone you might 
hire through the usual channels in terms of what they can do for your company?  
• How did you let them know what your expectations were? 
• Did they meet your expectations?  
• Do you think that the work at your company is what they expected?  
• How did you prepare your managers to most effectively leverage the skills of Austin 
graduates? 
• How have the Austin graduates you’ve hired performed? Do they still work here? If not, why 
not?  
• For the graduates you have hired, how have you invested in their career development?  
• Did the overall experience meet your expectations? 
 
Network 
• Have you gotten to know other companies in your industry better through your involvement 
in Manufacturing Connect?  




Manufacturing Connect Staff Interview Guide 
 
General 
• Describe your role in the Manufacturing Connect program. 
• How did you come to join Manufacturing Connect? 
• How do you think Manufacturing Connect makes an impact in the community? Or What 
draws you to this work?  
• Concluding: What do you think is the most important priority for Manufacturing Connect 
should be over the next year? Five years?  
 
Student-facing roles 
• How do you talk to students and parents about the value of careers in manufacturing? 
For example, what kind of benefits to a manufacturing career do you describe?  
• How do you talk to students and parents about the value of the Manufacturing Connect 
program, specifically? Do you focus on how it will boost their ability to enter a 
manufacturing career, or do you emphasize other benefits to the program?  
• What, in your experience, are the most compelling arguments that interest students in 
careers in manufacturing/participating in the Manufacturing Connect program? 
• What do you think students’ expectations about entry level manufacturing jobs are when 
they first enter the program?  
• How do you think participating in the program changes their expectations about entry 
level manufacturing jobs? (intentionally or unintentionally?) If so, what do students 
expect from manufacturing job placements by the time they graduate? 
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• How common would you say it is for Austin students to accept a manufacturing job after 
graduation? For those that don’t, do they find other work, pursue college, or something 
else?  
• How do students talk about the manufacturing firm placements (apprenticeships and 
jobs) they can attain through the Manufacturing Connect program? Are these 
placements desirable/competitive from the student point of view? 
• For students that have participated in an apprenticeship or been hired full-time after 
graduation into a manufacturing job, what have been some of the biggest challenges? 
• How have you worked to address those challenges? 
• Do you have any examples you can share of when you adapted the program to respond 
to feedback from students?  
• What part of the program do you think resonates most with students/do you get the best 
student feedback on? 
 
Employer-facing roles 
• How do you talk to employer partners about the value of participating in the 
Manufacturing Connect program?  
• What do you think the biggest benefit to employers is? For those that keep coming back, 
what do you think keeps them coming back? 
• What do you think differentiates employers that have been on board with Manufacturing 
Connect/Manufacturing Renaissance since the beginning, with employers that are less 
engaged? 
• Do you have any examples of employers you’ve tried to engage, but weren’t interested? 
That used to be more engaged but have drifted away? 
• Do you have any examples you can share of when you adapted the program to respond 
to feedback from employers? 
• What kind of value do you think employer partners provide to the Manufacturing Connect 
program, besides being a source of jobs? 
• What do you think is the biggest barrier, on the employer side, to achieving 
Manufacturing Connect’s community development goals?  
 
Institutional factors/coordination 
• What kind of resources do you need from CPS to make the Manufacturing Connect 
program succeed? 
• What are some strategies that you’ve used to enhance coordination between the 
Manufacturing Connect program and the overall curriculum? 
• What changes would you make to the curriculum to enhance integration with career 
programming? 
• What’s the best thing about the MC/CPS partnership? The most challenging thing? 
 
 
 
